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ABSTRACT

This article explores reflection and reflective thinking, drawing upon qualitative research on international students’ perceptions of developing their employability while studying in the UK. It addresses a gap in the literature by making a connection between internationalization and employability, concepts that are mainly framed as separate discursive realms. The literature on internationalization is focused around international student recruitment and the benefits to the host institution; the employability discourse is oriented towards national policies on the development of human capital through home students in the domestic market. The reflective thinking demonstrated by the international students illustrates the challenges they faced in seeking opportunities to enhance their employability within and outside the university; and to (re)assess learning opportunities that are integrated with work experience. The findings suggest that there is scope for embedding employment development opportunities (EDOs) at a systemic level in order to enhance the experience of international students.
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The internationalization agenda has given rise to the presence of large numbers of international students on university campuses across the UK. Despite the availability of data on student numbers collected by national agencies, (e.g. the Higher
Educational Statistics Agency (HESA) in the UK and supranational organisations such as the OECD), there are concerns about the lack of insight into international students’ employability (Huang et al., 2014). In the UK context, this gap can be linked to a lack of alignment of internationalization and employability discourses. The literature on internationalization is framed around international student recruitment and the associated benefits to the host institutions/countries (Lomer, 2018). In contrast, the employability discourse is oriented towards developing the skills and knowledge of home students (Tomlinson, 2008; Tymon, 2013) as part of a human capital driven national policy (Yorke, 2004). As Gillies (2015, p.1) notes, the human capital perspective “[promotes] education as an “investment” which yields returns in due course to the individual in terms of pay and to the state in terms of employment and economic growth”. The theory is encapsulated and expressed in the definition of employability as developing knowledge, skills and attitudes to improve the likelihood of obtaining and retaining fulfilling work (Hillage & Pollard, 1998). This underpins the focus on employability in quantitative and qualitative terms and the role of higher education to produce employable graduates. The employability narrative in the UK is operationalized by the HESA. Prior to 2017, HESA used the Destinations of Leavers from Higher Education survey that captured the numbers of graduates in employment six months after finishing their studies in UK universities, as a measure of employability. These data excluded international students. The new HESA Graduate Outcomes survey was initiated in 2017/18 and the first report released in June 2020 did not include specific employability-related data on non-European international students. It remains unclear how future employability-related policy will take account of the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic.

However, universities around the world, including in the UK, aim to recruit students from a global pool and to ‘produce’ graduates who are prepared to live and work in a global world, under the banner of an internationalization agenda. Research has shown that the prospect of enhanced employability is a key driver for international students studying abroad (Archer, 2016; Fakunle, 2020; Nilsson & Ripmeester, 2016). This article brings these discrete policy discourses into alignment and explores the tensions between them by focusing on the reflections of international students (Fakunle, 2019a). As Fakunle (2019b) and Page and Chahboun (2019) have pointed out, the voices of international students are largely absent from the relevant research literature.

In marked contrast to the UK, Bennett and Ferns (2017) point out the employability of international students has been high on the research agenda in Australia. There the focus has been on the importance of work integrated learning (WIL) (Gribble et al., 2015; Tran & Soejatminah, 2017). However, as Gribble et al. (2015) point out there is a gap between the promise of employability development, opportunities advertised, and lived experience for international students. In the UK context, there remains a gap in understanding how and to what extent international students engage with WIL. This article examines these gaps, drawing on a study that explored the perceptions of international students on developing their employability during a one-year Masters-level study abroad (Fakunle, 2019a). The focus is on how international students from a range of countries demonstrated their capacities for reflection and reflective thinking about the opportunities related to enhanced employability during their study abroad experience. It includes the extent to which
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their lived experience met these expectations of employability. The findings discussed in this paper raise the need for HEIs to support international student employability during their study abroad, specifically in relation to the opportunities (or lack of opportunities) to undertake work placement during their study abroad, and the implications for their future career trajectories.

REFLECTIVE PRACTICE IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Barton & Ryan (2017) note it is difficult to define reflective thinking, as what is deemed to constitute a reflective act or practice partly depends on context. These authors highlight key aspects of reflection expected of learners in higher education, in relation to students’ experience of assessment; feedback; and work integrated learning (WIL) (see Barton & Ryan, 2017). They also noted that “despite its importance, reflection is not well implemented or undertaken, particularly in regard to explicit support for culturally diverse students and their supervisors” (p. 106). The importance accorded to reflection in discourse relating to higher education brings to the fore scholarly interest in how international students from non-western countries adjust to a different culture of teaching and learning. Much of the research in this area has focused on the lack of critical thinking of Chinese students in western universities from an academic perspective (Durkin, 2008; O’Sullivan & Guo, 2010). However, the examination of Chinese literature shows that reflective thinking is present in Confucian culture (Tian & Low, 2011). Empirical research also shows that Chinese students studying in the west demonstrate critical and reflective thinking (Fakunle et al., 2016; Kingston & Forland, 2008). Fakunle et al. (2016, p. 33) found that the Chinese students in their study struggled to understand the assessment requirement to show ‘evidence of critical thinking’. The feedback from their first semester assignment served as a “trigger event” (Brookfield, 1987) for all six participants to reflect on their understanding. The findings revealed the differing perceptions of students in terms of how they perceived the development of critical thinking in their academic work.

In contrast, there is relatively little research in relation to international students’ engagement in reflective practice in relation to the workplace components of their programs. Barton and Hartwig (2017) highlight the need for “systemic change within higher education institutions [HEIs] related to work placements and international students” as part of an integrated approach towards embedding employability in internationalization (p. 10). While it is crucial to understand practice related to work placements for international students (Barton & Hartwig, 2017), it is also important to ascertain the extent to which international students perceive opportunities for WIL to be embedded in their programs. As will be discussed, Rodgers’ (2002) four criteria of reflection capture international students’ reflections on the extent to which they had access to EDOs within and outside the institution. Drawing on the work of Dewey (1933), Rodgers (2002) identified four criteria to illuminate the process as well as the purpose of reflection, which was regarded as a meaning-making process; as a rigorous way of thinking, as important in and for community; and as set of attitudes. As Rodgers (2002, p. 844) argued, the main purpose of reflection is to “derive meaning from experience” Similarly, we believe it is important to understand the reflections of international students in relation to how
they make sense of a particular aspect of their experience, namely employability development opportunities (EDOs) during study abroad. The central question this article addresses is: How did the international students in the study reported below reflect on the wider implications of the absence of WIL opportunities?

SETTING THE SCENE

For the purpose of this article, international students are defined based on domiciliation, that is, they are resident in the UK for study purposes. The qualitative research upon which we draw below was conducted at one of the top five recruiting institutions for international students in the UK. The purposive selection of participants (Maxwell, 2013) made possible variability in the sample and inclusion of students from China and India (the biggest exporters of international students) and nine other countries (Canada, Columbia, Mexico, Nigeria, Singapore, South Africa, Taiwan, Turkey, and the US). Ethical approval for the study was granted by the university. To guide the focus of the research, a pilot study was conducted involving three students from two of the selected programmes. The participants (n=19; 4 males and 15 females) were recruited from four programs in four schools (Education; Business; Literatures; Languages and Cultures; and Social and Political Studies) in the university with the highest numbers of international students at the time the study was conducted. Two rounds of face-to-face semi-structured interviews (n =36) were conducted with the participants over the course of the one-year Master’s program, at the end of the first and second semesters respectively. The specific programs are not identified (thereafter named as Programs 1 to 4) to ensure anonymity of the participants, and the names of all the students have been changed. The gender of the participants largely reflects the student cohort, for example, Program 1 did not have any male students enrolled when the study was conducted. For this article, we do not focus on demographics, such as, country of origin or gender. Rather, we focus on the shared characteristic of these international students as non-citizens in the host country because, as will be discussed, this singular factor had the greatest influence on how international students perceived the employability development opportunities afforded to them during study abroad. In other words, challenges around the affordances of EDOs in the host environment resonated with all participants, regardless of the variability of their country of origin.

All interviews were audio recorded and fully transcribed. The interviews were analysed thematically (Braun & Clarke, 2006) using NVivo. Member checking was used to ensure the trustworthiness of the coded data into themes and categories. In this article, we focus on themes that emerged from the participants’ narratives that capture and illustrate international students’ perceptions of the work-integrated learning (WIL) opportunities afforded to them. These ranged from compulsory short-term (i.e. up to one week) individual industrial placements with the option of an additional placement secured by the students themselves (Program 1); to longer placements with a research component and dissertation, with work-based mentors and academic supervisors (Program 2); and short-term group work experience placement in a company in Italy (Program 3). WIL was not offered as part of the course in Program 4.
The findings presented below highlight variations in access to EDOs across four different Masters-level programs in a UK university. Invariably, the international students who participated in the study reflected on the extent to which they had access to EDOs within and outside the institution. Rodgers’ (2002) criteria for reflection are of relevance here: first as a meaning-making process, as international students consider how their main motivation for studying abroad, that is, to enhance their employability, connects with their experience. Rodgers describes the second criterion as a rigorous way of thinking. This recalls Dewey’s definition of education: “that reconstruction or reorganisation of experience which adds to the meaning of experience and which increases [one’s] ability to direct the course of subsequent experience” (cited in Rodgers, 2002, p. 848). By making sense of the [taught and practical] components of their study, the participants needed to reassess their experience and what it meant to them, in order to assess the implications for further steps. As Rodgers noted, whilst meaning can be created in isolation, richer meanings can be derived from experience in community. This relates to Rodgers’ third criterion namely as being important in and for community. The school/ program and the university constitute the immediate community for international students, as EDOs are linked to provision such as WIL embedded in courses. The wider community is relevant to facilitate WIL (such as work placements) conducted with organizations outside the university, or part-time work sourced by the students, as in Program 1.

Rodgers (2002) deems a set of attitudes as the fourth criterion for reflection. Based on experience within the school community, this affective aspect of reflection could influence whether students express a positive or negative response to learning. Going back to Dewey, Rodgers (2002) points out that human attitudes fall into two categories: to see what we wish to see, rather than accept the evidence before us, or to believe the worst even if unsubstantiated. Below we draw on interviews with participants in order to illustrate their capacity for reflection under the following themes: seeking employability development opportunities within and outside the university; and (re)assessment of WIL.

International Students’ Meaning-Making Reflections on Employability Development Opportunities

The meaning-making reflective process (Rodgers, 2002) demonstrated by the participants started before they embarked on their study abroad. The school website listed information regarding the different types of WIL embedded in the selected programs. Congruent with findings from a large-scale survey of international students (ICEF Monitor, 2019) the participants cited the institutional website as the main source of information about the program, including the EDOs they expected to engage in as a part of their study experience. For example, Adele (a student from Canada) explained what had attracted her to Program 2:

The work-based dissertation was something that drew me to this program because then you have a chance to network with different
organizations when you're writing your dissertation and hopefully make contacts instead of just getting a sociology degree and being like, I have this now, somebody just hire me.

Adele’s remarks are illustrative of the international students’ accounts across different programs where WIL was embedded in the course of study. Adele did not respond to repeated invitations to attend the second interview held at the end of the second semester. Based on the discussions during the first interview, it was assumed that she had returned home to seek work opportunities which she had said were not available, as she had hoped. Her actions suggested an attempt at “reconstructing or reorganizing experience” of the reflection process (Rodgers, 2002, p. 855) as the international students made sense of their experience in planning their future steps.

As noted by Barton and Ryan (2017), processes of reflection can be triggered at different times depending on new encounters or issues. Similarly, in the context under study, the reflective processes were not linear for students across all four programs. For some of the international students in the study reported here, a fundamental factor accounting for a lack of participation in WIL was a lack of inclusion in the program. The absence of a practical WIL opportunity was another trigger for reflection. Of interest here is Rodgers’ (2002) third criterion of reflection, that is, interaction with others in the community. Fang (a student from China on Program 4) discussed interest in work experience with a tutor. The tutor was supportive and provided guidance for her to secure a short-term volunteering position with an organization that specialized in learning technology for children. In line with her educational “quest” to attain her future goals, Fang demonstrated a resilient attitude that fits Rodgers’ notion of reflection as “attitudes that value the personal and intellectual growth of oneself” (p. 845). The participants talked at length about their keen awareness of the value of WIL, including another student on Program 4, Indira (India) who pleaded for a “rounded education”:

If given an opportunity I will like to tell them [the school] that please, have some kind of internship [WIL] in place for the students. Because Masters program is something that the internship could add value to. The benefit of that is that you get to work in an environment, and you can relate it to what you are studying. It gives you a more rounded effect.

Abby (USA) described the benefits of WIL offered in Program 1:

The strength of the Masters program is its applied practice component, which gives students the ability to work in real-world situations and learn from industry partners. After working with multiple festivals and film exhibition bodies in Scotland, I felt prepared enough to apply for a traineeship [internship] in film distribution in New York City. That I successfully got the job is a testament, in my opinion, to what I’ve been able to do this past year. So, I feel like my current study experience is not only relevant to my aspirations, but vital to them.
The comments made by Abby encapsulate Rodgers’ (2002) four criteria of reflection as: a meaning-making process (recognising the strength of the master’s program, pre-enrolment and during study experience); as a rigorous way of thinking (analytic approach linking the master’s to initial WIL and incremental work experience (internship) in both national and international contexts); in interaction with others (working with others); and attitudes and values (initiative and personal attributes to commit to pursuit and achievement of current and future goals). Abby’s comments about satisfaction with the program resonated with comments from other students in Program 1, as well as two students in Program 3; Bond, (Singapore) and Yin (Taiwan) who were selected to participate in a week-long WIL opportunity.

Across all four programs, it was found that international students demonstrated reflection regarding the EDOs within and outside their schools. This meaning-making process occurred prior to their arrival and is evidenced in activities such as consulting the university website and selecting the program that best fitted their future career goals. Further on during their study, in the case where WIL was unavailable (Program 4), the students sought alternative work experience options, such as volunteering. They demonstrated commitment to their personal and intellectual growth which are attitudes captured in the reflective process (Rodgers, 2002). However, despite their keen interest, the lack of access to WIL was found to be a major barrier to enhancing EDOs. We now turn our attention to how international students (re)assessed the WIL opportunities during their study abroad.

(Re)Assessment of Work Integrated Learning Opportunities

Rodgers (2002) stated that “Dewey was acutely aware of the need to slow down the interval between thought and action” (p. 852). For international students, this suggests that they would benefit from a reassessment of their expectations and access to work experience (whether WIL or other types of work experience) during their study abroad. For the study participants, meaning-making processes were reassessed in the light of the opportunities and the barriers they faced with regards to their work prospects. This reassessment occurred mainly after the international students had checked the work opportunities, including part-time work, internships and volunteering positions advertised on the Careers Service website. Five out of the 19 participants engaged in part-time work unrelated to their master’s program. Mariana (Colombia) and Jackie (USA) worked as waitresses. Sofia (Colombia) did some babysitting. Indira (India) and Bola (Nigeria) both worked for one day. In the case of Indira, she participated in a one-day university-run event. Bola did a social worker job and quit after one day. She described the job as more like a full-time job, and she reasoned that she could not cope with her studies and the demands of the job. Except for Indira and Bola, the participants who engaged in part-time jobs said this was primarily a way to augment their living costs while studying abroad. The rigour and the short length (one-year) of doing the master’s was cited as a deterrent from seeking part-time work. As Lan (China) puts it, “the most realistic reason is because I pay my tuition fees for this program so I must study hard to learn knowledge well. To not make my money wasted.”
However, as the brief narrative below shows, Mariana added some important points related to doing part-time work:

My mum pays for my accommodation… The part-time work is to help my mum with the expenses because it is expensive to live here… I also think having a job helps you to kind of organise yourself. You manage your time wisely as you know that I have to work these days, so I have to have these days to study. So, it gives you discipline. And you know I like the fact that it allows you to meet people outside the university. You can switch your brain off and talk to normal people. It is a bit like you are always talking about your life and about theoretical stuff. Then at work you are like a normal person talking about the weather and I really like the people from my job. They are like really real people and I really like them. So it is like another social sphere. That is good to have as well. To escape from Uni I go to work.

Mariana’s reflections above demonstrate an awareness of the benefits of part-time work as a way of developing employability related skills, such as, organisation skills and time management. She also raises the benefits of having time out from her studies to relate with people outside the university. These external opportunities for work experience could help international students to develop intercultural and interpersonal skills.

Abby (USA) did an internship in her home country. This demonstrated her keen interest in internships and resourcefulness to seek an EDO outside her host country. The participants, however, cited the lack of internships as a major issue. For example, Yin (Taiwan) shared details of her pursuit of a summer internship in another European Union (EU) country and how she was denied because the recruiter said she was not from an EU country. Based on their experience, international students cited two main reasons for their inability to undertake internships. Both reasons directly linked to their status as international students. The first reason was the student visa that provided a limited right to work. This meant that they could not undertake an internship during term time that exceeded the 20-hour permitted time to work. This highlighted inequities in internship opportunities during study period, as this was not an issue for their peers who were not international students. The second point related to a lack of interest by employers in recruiting international students, which Chao (China) and Fang (China) recounted as their experience when they attended the Careers Fair organised at the host institution. It seems ironic that Careers Fairs are organised for all students, however, it is unclear how international students are benefitting from such events if their status and affordances at the host community limits their access to EDOs during their study.

Whilst 11 students engaged in volunteering activities, Bola (Nigeria) reiterated the need for volunteering opportunities to be relevant to future career goals:

Whatever I have to volunteer for has to add knowledge and experience in my field of study. I am not a young scholar. I am an adult learner. Any moment for me now is valuable. I can’t just waste it. I want focused experience and not scattered experience. I want something that will earn me an advantage. Like, whoa you got this experience in the UK! Not gaining experience
cleaning the environment in the UK, because, if I want to work in high profile establishment it does not add up.

Narratives of the international students discussed so far provide snapshots of their reflection and reflective practice regarding their experiences and their meaning making through the challenges they faced. We will draw on the experience of one of the participants (Harshad) to illustrate the meaning-making processes of reflection over the course of the one-year master’s study.

Harshad (India), a 22-year old student in Program 3 provided a cogent example of how international students re-assessed the work-placement opportunities, or the lack thereof, during their study experience. During the first interview, in the first few months after arrival in the UK, Harshad seemed very enthusiastic about the potential work opportunities afforded to him by studying abroad:

I have checked the website of the companies I want to apply to in the UK. I am in the first stage of the application process right now. I am applying for jobs. The biggest challenge is since I am an international student I require a visa to work over here and it is not very easy to get that. There are very few organisations who are willing to sponsor candidates and we need to express ourselves very well to try and get that visa. You have put in a lot of money and you want to have a good job. It’s a hard situation. But since they are hiring the best I think it’s alright. Not a big challenge. The chances are very bright. Very bright.

However, during the second interview, Harshad provided a clear illustration of how “one moves from an impressionistic sense to an articulated idea” (Rodgers, 2002, p. 854). By the end of the second semester, Harshad’s optimism about work opportunity had dwindled considerably:

At first, my intention was to work in the UK for a couple of years then to go back to India. I heard that it’s difficult. But getting a job is not easy in any part of the world so I said let’s give it a try but when I came here, and I started applying it’s almost impossible. The visa regulation makes it very difficult for us to get work in the UK. The organizations are not willing to sponsor non-EU people. A lot of organizations don’t even consider the application. That makes me feel disappointed. It was always rejection at the very first stage in the online application. I get email in a couple of hours or the next day that my application cannot be processed to the next stage. EU people don't need visas, so they are progressing to the next stage. They have interviews. They are progressing nicely. The job market here is not in our [non-EU students] favour right now.

Based on his lived experience, Harshad revealed a deep understanding of systematic obstacles that undermined his efforts to secure work experience in the UK. In his case, these issues centred around the visa system in the UK. Some organizations may not have been UK Visa and Immigration (UKVI) licensed sponsors, which meant that
they could not offer employment to non-EU nationals. UKVI-licensed sponsors need to pay administrative costs to employ non-EU citizens. The additional costs and resource implications of recruiting non-EU students are likely to deter employers. A caveat is warranted here. Brexit (the UK leaving the EU) means that visa policies for EU students are likely to change in the next few years. Furthermore, in 2020, changes to visa rules in the UK have seen the re-introduction of a two-year post-study work visa for international students. It remains to be seen how the changes in the visa policy will impact upon opportunities for international students to gain work experience.

Harshad’s experience was not unique. Across the four programs, the participants cited several instances where individual attempts to seek part-time work and internship opportunities were thwarted. The main reason for the rejection of their application by employers was due to their status as international students. This points to one of the systemic flaws in the internationalization agenda, such as, issues around equality of access and the human rights of international students in the host country (Marginson, 2012). A lack of equality of access to work experience can be seen to deviate from what Dewey considers as the purpose of education for “intellectual, moral, and emotional growth of the individual and consequently, the evolution of democratic society” (Rodgers, 2002, p. 845). On the one hand, internationalization is an evolution of higher education society beyond national borders. As universities seek to internationalize, the student community has become more diverse. Yet it remains to be seen whether the internationalization agenda reflects the values of a democratic society in respect to equality of access, for example, to work opportunities. This question is important when considering the expectations of international students like Harshad who have expectations that studying abroad will equip them with the skills to live and work in a global world. This is how Harshad described the situation:

Today is a globalized world. If you want to work at a global level you need to understand different cultures, different perspectives. You need to understand how decision is made in different cultures. The organizations are working in global level and if you want work for an organization at the global level you need to understand how the process works.

Harshad was able to intellectualize the challenges related to a lack of opportunity to undertake a work experience. This was in marked contrast to his emotional response to questions during the first interview about work opportunities during study abroad. He created meaning out of his experience as part of a reflective process, along the lines proposed by Rodgers (2002). However, this meaning-making was not unproblematic. Having identified the problem, a great sense of relief at the stage of the reflective process (Rodgers, 2002) was lacking. Rather, Harshad evoked a sense of resignation. When asked about what support he expected from the university Harshad said:

I don’t see the role of the university because the visa rules are formed by the government. And organizations have to stick to it. The university is obviously helping us to apply. They are willing to review our CVs. These things are more in the hands of government or organizations.
Here Harshad showed a sense of disappointment and resignation as he could not see a path to work experience abroad. He reasoned that the support from the university was insufficient for him to access the work experience he wanted. He displayed a reflective attitude, in so far as he noted that different stakeholders, including the government, organizations, and the university, have different roles regarding the EDOs available to him.

It is important to recognize that like many of his peers Harshad’s main criticisms were reserved for non-academic dimensions of university life, such as support services, rather than individual members of the academic staff. The tenor of these international students’ observations about the deficiencies in their engagement with the careers service, for example, echoed the findings from the study by Arambewela and Maringe (2012). These authors stressed the need for universities to develop systems and support that are effective towards addressing the problems and challenges faced by international students. There has not been scope here to give an account of the type of dialogic encounters with faculty that international students on all four programs reported. For now, it will suffice to note that these lend further weight to the findings from other research to the effect that support from lecturers and tutors enhances the experience of international students (Lacina, 2002; Tran, 2008).

CONCLUSION

Our focus here has been on the reflections of international students on the WIL aspects of their study, as a means of furthering their legitimate career aspirations before embarking upon their studies. We drew attention to the best possible scenarios for international students who undertook programs with integrated WIL. We explored the challenges faced by some international students in attempting to secure a placement in situations where this was not a compulsory aspect of a program. Several demonstrated considerable resourcefulness and tenacity in seeking other opportunities to develop their employability. The international students who participated in the study reported here raised issues around a lack of equal access to part-time work opportunities in the host country, echoing the findings of other studies that examined issues around international students’ employability. The progressive disillusionment of Harshad casts a long shadow. The brief snapshot of this case that we were able to present here underlines the fact that “reflection requires cognitive discipline [and] calls upon an individual's emotional discipline” (Rodgers, 2002, p. 863). Like many of his peers, Harshad remained “engaged in the experience as it [was] happening, in an undistracted way, so that data can be gathered through observation (whole-heartedness and directness)” (Rodgers, 2002, p. 863). His willingness to remain open-minded and to entertain many interpretations of his experience in order not to limit his understanding is apparent from the extracts of the interview transcript presented above. His case eloquently demonstrates that “one must accept that a shift in understanding of an experience may call for an entire shift in outlook” (Rodgers, 2002, p. 864).

The results of this study were evident in the international students’ reflections on their experience through a meaning-making process and rigorous intellectual exercise. Their interpretation of their experience culminated in action, or in some cases in a realization of the limitations of individual agency. It is clear that the
responsibility for enhancing employability among the international student population does not lie solely with the students themselves. The interview data indicate that support from staff was crucial towards facilitating relevant WIL projects. Yet it remains the case that not all students were successful in terms of achieving their desired outcomes. It is not possible here to do justice to the human and financial costs associated with this loss. The diverse experiences of international students suggest that there are gaps in provision that need to be examined and addressed. In agreement with recent studies in this area (Barton & Ryan, 2017; Goodwin & Mbah, 2019), there is a clear need for universities to implement support systems to address the problems and challenges international students face to access EDOs during their study abroad.

We recognise that the ameliorative intentions expressed above align with the second criterion for reflection identified by Rodgers (2002), namely a rigorous way of thinking that recalls a definition of education: “that reconstruction or reorganisation of experience which adds to the meaning of experience and which increases [one’s] ability to direct the course of subsequent experience” (cited in Rodgers, 2002, p. 848). And yet, tinkering with the engine will not enable us to address adequately the consequences of the fundamental dichotomy to which we drew readers’ attention at the beginning of this article. The dichotomy is between the internationalization agenda on the one hand, with its relentless focus of furthering the interests of the institutions whose business model is based on international recruitment, and the legitimate aspirations of the international students who embrace opportunities to study abroad as a means of enhancing their employment prospects in the long term. At the time of writing, it seems that the legacy of the COVID-19 pandemic may lead to a fundamental reassessment of a business model founded on international recruitment. The assumption that there is an international market for online learning that will partially compensate for international students’ inability or reluctance to take up places on master’s degree courses abroad seems open to question. If nothing else, it exposes a profound and deep-rooted systemic failure to recognise the legitimate career aspirations of international students who are well versed in the art of reflective practice.
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